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INTRODUCE workshop by explaining: 

• The bite sized workshop gives a good understanding of the structure, opening and closing of 
a professional business presentation 

 

ISSUE handout and encourage delegates to make their own notes throughout the session. 

 

ENCOURAGE delegates to ask questions and provide examples of presentation situations 
where appropriate. 

 

ENCOURAGE thoughts amongst the delegates about action planning throughout this bite 
sized session. MENTION the Start - Stop - Continue method of capturing action planning (see 
page 9 in delegate handout: Personal Pledges Form): 

 

What have they learnt that they need to: 

• Start doing? 

• Stop doing? 

• Continue doing, but more often? 

 

 

 

 



2. Audience decides if they are interested 

This is about how well we explain what presentation is about and what they can get out of 
it . 
 

 

3. Audience decides about you and what you are ‘selling’ 

 

• Do they want to be persuaded by you? / Are you credible? / Are you confident? 

 

• What are you wearing?  What accent have you got? 

 

• What interesting mannerisms have you got? 

 

• Are you experienced? What have you got to sell? 

 

• What’s in it for me? 

 

 

REVEAL slide to summarise. 

 

EMPHASISE that it can be a good idea to learn your introduction ‘off by heart’ so that you 
can concentrate on how you deliver (body language; eye contact; enthusiastic voice tone; 
smiling; moving closer to the audience) rather than what you deliver.  
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Presentation Closure 

 

SHOW slide, and REFER delegates to page 8 in delegate manual: Professional Closure of 
Presentation pointing out that the end of their presentation should include: 

 

• A brief summary slide of the main messages (normally 3) they want their audience to 
remember. So if they forget everything else, they’ll remember these points 

 

• Positive appreciation such as “Thank you very much for your time” or “Thanks for listening” 

 

• Take any questions (or ask for any final questions if questions have been taken during the 
presentation) 

 

• Contact details (your email address and direct telephone number) 

 

• Sources of further information e.g. internet/books/reference documents 

 

• Any next steps/ action plan 

 

EMPHASISE that as the host you should then walk into the audience, towards the door, to 
make yourself available for questions/ comments and to bid farewell to your guests. 
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